**SHORT REPORT**

The retroperitoneal surface in distal caecal and proximal ascending colon carcinoma: the Cinderella surgical margin?

A C Bateman, N J Carr, B F Warren

**Background:** Mesorectal margin tumour involvement is a predictor of local recurrence in rectal carcinoma and an indication for postoperative radiotherapy in suitable patients. However, the prevalence of non-peritonealised surgical margin involvement in ascending colon carcinoma is unknown.

**Aims:** To test the hypothesis that retroperitoneal surgical margin (RSM) tumour involvement occurs in distal caecal and proximal ascending colon carcinoma.

**Methods/Results:** One hundred right hemicolectomy specimens, removed for adenocarcinoma of the caecum or proximal ascending colon, were studied. During routine specimen dissection, at least one additional tissue block was taken to include the tumour and the RSM. The tumour distance from the RSM was recorded. RSM tumour involvement was present in seven cases (7%). Direct (non-nodal) RSM tumour involvement (five cases) only occurred in posterior or circumferential tumours.

**Conclusions:** RSM tumour involvement occurs within a considerable number of distal caecal and proximal ascending colon carcinomas. The rate of RSM tumour involvement identified here is similar to a previously published local recurrence rate of 10% in caecal carcinoma, suggesting that RSM tumour involvement may be a predictor of recurrence in these tumours. Therefore, patients with distal caecal or proximal ascending colon carcinoma and RSM tumour involvement may benefit from postoperative radiotherapy.

The distal caecum and proximal ascending colon may bear a short mesentery, but in some individuals no mesentery is present, and the posterior aspect of the ascending colon is therefore a non-peritonealised area of variable size. Therefore, we hypothesised that tumours arising within the posterior wall of the distal caecum and proximal ascending colon may extend through the intestinal wall and involve this retroperitoneal surgical margin (RSM). The incidence of RSM tumour involvement in tumours of the distal caecum and proximal ascending colon and its implications for patient outcome and postoperative management are currently unknown.

The aim of our study was to test the hypothesis that RSM tumour involvement occurs in carcinoma of the distal caecum and proximal ascending colon, using standard histopathological techniques.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

One hundred right hemicolectomy specimens removed from patients with adenocarcinoma of the distal caecum or proximal ascending colon were studied. The specimens were dissected and underwent histopathological reporting using standard histopathological techniques, as described within the Royal College of Pathologists’ minimum dataset guidelines for colorectal carcinoma. In addition, the position of the tumour within the caecum was recorded.

In cases where a retrocaecal “bare area” (and therefore a RSM) was present, at least one additional tissue block was taken to include the closest approach of the tumour to the RSM. During subsequent reporting, the minimum distance between the advancing edge of the tumour and the RSM was measured using a microscope stage vernier scale (fig 1). RSM tumour involvement was defined as being present if the minimum distance between the tumour and the RSM was less than 1 mm. In this situation, “tumour” could represent either direct growth of the primary adenocarcinoma or the presence of metastatic tumour within a retrocolonic lymph node.

**RESULTS**

One hundred right hemicolectomy specimens, removed for adenocarcinoma of the distal caecum or proximal ascending colon, were studied. Table 1 gives the distribution of tumour position (for the 50 cases in which this information was available). The tumour involved the posterior wall of the distal caecum or proximal ascending colon in 34 of these 54 cases. RSM tumour involvement, defined as the presence of tumour within 1 mm of the RSM, was identified in seven cases. In five of these cases, RSM tumour involvement resulted from direct RSM encroachment by the primary tumour. In the remaining two cases, RSM tumour involvement was present in seven cases (7%). Direct (non-nodal) RSM tumour involvement (five cases) only occurred in posterior or circumferential tumours.

**Abbreviations:** RSM, retroperitoneal surgical margin
involvement was recorded as a result of the presence of a tumour involved lymph node within 1 mm of the RSM. Within the 50 cases of known tumour position, RSM tumour involvement occurred only in circumferential tumours or those involving primarily the posterior wall of the distal caecum or proximal ascending colon.

DISCUSSION

In our study, we found RSM tumour involvement in 7% of adenocarcinomas of the distal caecum and proximal ascending colon. This feature was identified using standard histopathological techniques. RSM tumour involvement occurred more often as a result of direct growth of the primary tumour than because of the presence of a tumour involved lymph node close to the RSM.

Mesorectal excision plane tumour involvement is a well known risk factor for local recurrence in rectal adenocarcinoma, imparting a poor prognosis. Total mesorectal excision is now a widely used surgical procedure, and results in a decrease in the local recurrence rate because the incidence of mesorectal excision plane involvement is reduced. Suitable patients in whom mesorectal excision plane tumour involvement is identified after histopathological examination of the resected tumour are now considered for postoperative radiotherapy.

Surgical margin tumour involvement is associated with impaired survival in Dukes’ B colon adenocarcinoma. Local recurrence occurs in 10% of adenocarcinomas treated by right hemicolectomy alone. Although chemotherapy is usually considered for suitable patients with lymph node metastases, postoperative radiotherapy is not a commonly used adjuvant treatment for these tumours. The anatomy of the proximal colon is variable, with a retrocolonic non-peritonealised bare area present in many patients. We have shown that adenocarcinoma may involve this surgical margin if the tumour is posterior or circumferential in nature. Alternatively, tumour may closely approach the RSM if metastatic adenocarcinoma is present within a tumour involved retrocolonic lymph node, which itself lies close to or at this surgical margin. A distance of 1 mm between the tumour and RSM was chosen to indicate RSM tumour involvement in accordance with the Royal College of Pathologists’ minimum dataset guidelines.

It is currently unclear whether RSM tumour involvement is directly related to local tumour recurrence in distal caecal and proximal ascending colon adenocarcinomas. However, the similarity between the rate of RSM tumour involvement identified in our study and the previously reported rate of local tumour recurrence in right colonic adenocarcinoma suggests that there may be a link between this histopathological feature and disease recurrence.

Although a retrocolonic non-peritonealised bare area is not uncommonly identified, the amount of serosal adipose tissue present within this area is small. This means that complete local surgical excision of posterior or circumferential adenocarcinomas of the distal caecum or ascending colon may be difficult or impossible if there is significant tumour extension into this retrocolonic tissue. Postoperative radiotherapy is of confirmed value in reducing local tumour recurrence rates in rectal adenocarcinoma. It is possible that radiotherapy to the posterior abdominal wall in the position of the caecal/ascending colon bed may produce a similar survival benefit in cases where RSM tumour involvement is identified within resected right hemicolectomy specimens. Two previous studies have suggested that postoperative radiotherapy may improve survival in advanced colonic adenocarcinoma, including tumours within the caecum and ascending colon. Both of these studies used a modification of the Astler-Coller staging system, which is not now recommended for use in the UK. Both studies found survival benefit with radiotherapy for patients in whom direct tumour involvement of adjacent tissues had occurred. Unlike our study, the precise nature of adjacent tissue tumour involvement was not stated; in particular, no distinction was made between tumour involvement of peritonealised and non-peritonealised surfaces. Much larger prospective multicentre studies are warranted to test the hypotheses that RSM tumour involvement increases the risk of local tumour recurrence in adenocarcinoma of the caecum and proximal ascending colon and that postoperative radiotherapy may improve outcome in cases where tumour closely approaches the RSM. Such studies
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**Take home messages**

- We found that retroperitoneal surgical margin (RSM) tumour involvement occurs within a considerable number of distal caecal and proximal ascending colon carcinomas
- The 7% rate of RSM tumour involvement found in our study is similar to a previously published local recurrence rate of 10% in caecal carcinoma, suggesting that RSM tumour involvement may be a predictor of recurrence in these tumours
- Patients with distal caecal or proximal ascending colon carcinoma and RSM tumour involvement might benefit from postoperative radiotherapy

---

**Short report**

---

**Table 1** Distribution of tumour position within the caecum/proximal ascending colon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tumour position</th>
<th>Number of cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circumferential</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior wall</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial or lateral wall</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior wall</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pole of caecum</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 1** Line diagram of a horizontal section through a caecal adenocarcinoma showing the position at which the distance between the advancing edge of the tumour and the retroperitoneal surgical margin was measured.
should operate under a carefully designed protocol, which would include a very clear description of the anatomy of the ascending colon and the distance of the primary tumour or tumour involved lymph nodes from the RSM in each patient. A follow up period of at least five years would also be necessary.
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